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In the United Kingdom, the word spiv is slang for a type of petty criminal who deals in illicit, typically black
market, goods.The word was particularly used during the Second World War and in the post-war period when
many goods were rationed due to shortages.. According to Peter Wollen, "The crucial difference between the
spiv and the classic Hollywood gangster was the degree of sympathy the ...
Spiv - Wikipedia
Cecil Day-Lewis (or Day Lewis) CBE (27 April 1904 â€“ 22 May 1972), often writing as C. Day-Lewis, was an
Anglo-Irish poet and the Poet Laureate of the United Kingdom from 1968 until his death in 1972. He also
wrote mystery stories under the pseudonym of Nicholas Blake.He is the father of Sir Daniel Day-Lewis, a
noted actor, and Tamasin Day-Lewis, a documentary filmmaker and television chef.
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